
Two Voices: World Sees Gaza as ‘US Genocide’ Not Just Israel’s

Description

Jeffrey Sachs and Mohammad Marandi speak out, but where is Russia, where is President Putin 
when it comes to Israel’s atrocities ?!

“Israel has the most extremist religious nationalist government in its history… there’s no end game
here politically other than complete domination or ethnic cleansing or slaughter” – Prof. Jeffrey Sachs
to Piers Morgan

**********************************************

 

Americans do not understand how badly the United States’ reputation has been damaged across the
world, which sees Gaza as “a US genocide” and “not just an Israeli genocide,” Mohammad Marandi, a
professor of English literature and Orientalism at the University of Tehran told Sputnik’s The Critical
Hour on Thursday.

“It’s revealing the reality of [the US] empire in a way that not even [author of ‘A People’s 
History of the United States, Howard Zinn] could do because it’s being done in front of our 
eyes, it’s being done in front of a global audience. We’ve never seen such a thing before,”
Marandi said, adding that he suspects that is why the US is attempting to ban TikTok.

“The United States has lost credibility across the world. I don’t think many Americans understand how
bad this has become for the United States. People across the world see this as a US genocide, it’s not
just an Israeli genocide.”

Co-host Wilmer Leon asked about a recent freeze on Canadian arms shipments to Israel, which
Marandi said showed that “public opinion is shifting” but that ultimately “stopping Canadian exports of 
weapons is nothing.” Marandi said Canada needs to take a much tougher approach.

“They sanctioned Syria… they’ve imposed sanctions on Cuba, on Venezuela, on Iran, on
Yemen. Why don’t they impose sanctions on Israel? They’re carrying out a holocaust. Why
don’t they hit the economy?” Marandi asked, noting that Israel will, unlike Russia, be
allowed to participate in the Olympics. “No one takes this seriously. And, of course, the bulk
of the weapons come from the United States anyway.”

“In any case, there is no reason to believe that the Canadian government cares about Palestinians, 
that they oppose the genocide because they’ve done absolutely nothing to stop it,” Marandi added.
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Ultimately, Marandi believes that Israel has laid the path for its destruction through its
actions in Gaza. “I believe that the Israelis have made a fatal mistake and that what they’ve 
done in Gaza will be the beginning of the end of the Zionist project,” he asserted. 
“The real catastrophe for the Israeli regime is the fact that it’s been carrying out the 
genocide for almost six months in front of the world and it has demolished the facade that 
the regime had created for itself… about it being a democracy… All that is gone now and 
across the board the regime is despised and the image of the United States has been 
destroyed.”
Marandi noted that he has been to China twice and public opinion there has shifted as well. 
He noted that he does not think China will ever invest in Israel again.

“They see on their own social media networks what you and I are seeing,”he noted.

via Sputnik
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